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Innovative Breast Cancer Awareness and
Advocacy Campaign
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Breast cancer is a major disease in Nigeria; in 2012, 27,304 new occurrences were diagnosed, and the
number of mortalities was 13,960. Greater than 70% of patients present with advanced disease, which
has a poor survival outcome. The mortality rates are high mainly because of a lack of awareness about
breast health, screening guidelines, and treatment centers, and because of sociocultural barriers. In
Nigeria, health care professionals remain the backbone for the provision of medical information to the
public. This is a study of the innovative ways that breast health and cancer awareness were promoted
across communities and institutions in Lagos State, Nigeria, in 2015. Several community awareness
campaigns were carried out in the forms of health talks, breast cancer screenings, radio and television
interviews, and campaigns on social media. Anomalies noticed during the screenings were promptly
referred to appropriate hospitals for additional treatment. The campaign culminated in the #12KLLP, or
12,000 people light Lagos pink, which was a Guinness World Record attempt for the largest human
awareness ribbon formed for breast cancer. There was a total reach of 28,774,812 people across
platforms: 285,318were on socialmedia, 3,620were in communities, 7,466,276were on thewebsite, 20
million were throughmedia events, 12,000were through publications, 7,598were verified participants at
the Guinness World Record, and approximately 1 million were through blogs. Eighty partnerships were
made with various private and government institutions to facilitate different aspects of the campaign. The
communitymemberswereable to learnabout theneed for early detectionandawareness; volunteerismand
corporate social responsibility were promoted among individuals and corporate institutions.

INTRODUCTION

Cancer refers to any one of a large number of dis-
eases characterized by the development of abnor-
mal cells that divide uncontrollably and have the
ability to infiltrate and destroy normal body tissue.1

Cancer cells are abnormal because they divide un-
controllably. A life-threatening characteristic of these
cells is their ability to spread to distant vital organs
such as the lungs, liver, brain, and bone.

Worldwide, cancer is a leading cause of morbidity
andmortality; there were approximately 14million
new occurrences and 8.2 million cancer-related
deaths in 2012.2 On average, in Nigeria, cancer
has an annual incidence of 102,100 per year and
a mortality rate of 71,600.3 In 2012, Nigeria re-
corded an incidence of 27,304 breast cancer
occurrences and a mortality rate of 13,960.4 It
has been estimated that 52,728 new occurrences
will be recorded by the year 2035.4

Themajority of patientswith breast cancer present
with stages III or IV disease, which is associated
with lower survival rates. Some of the factors that
account for late presentations include lack of
awareness and informationaboutbasic symptoms
of cancer as well as poor access to early screening
and treatment.5

According to WHO, “Cancer mortality can be re-
duced if cases are detected and treated early,”
because there is a higher chance of a cure.2 Knowl-
edge about cancer, public awareness programs,
andnationalscreening initiativeswill increaseearlier
stages of presentation for patients. Also, cancer
morbidity and mortality can be reduced and con-
trolled by implementation of evidence-based strat-
egies for cancer prevention, early detection of
cancer, and appropriate management.6

To address the lack of awareness and to improve
information about cancer screening services,
Sebeccly Cancer Care, a national breast cancer
charity, implemented an innovative public aware-
ness program called the #12KLLP (12,000 people
light Lagos pink). The overall goal of the #12KLLP
campaign was to promote awareness of breast can-
cer and of the availability of breast cancer screening
services. The #12KLLP was a Guinness World Re-
cord (GWR) attempt to form the largest human pink
ribbon made up of 12,000 people. The aware-
ness program was a 10-month-long event that
began in February 2015 and ended in November
2015.

During the preparatory phase, a local organizing
committee was formed to give strategic direction
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and planning. The #12KLLP featured community
awareness programs, social media campaigns,
and radio and television interviews, and it culmi-
natedwith theGWRattempt onOctober 10, 2015.
The campaign attracted people of all social clas-
ses and walks of life.

The existing record that the #12KLLP attempted
to break stood at 6,487 individuals and was held
on April 2, 2014, at the New Grain Market in
Karnal, India.7 Other GWR attempts for aware-
ness about breast cancer include a largest shirt
record in Brazil for breast cancer awareness.8 Pre-
vious awareness campaigns at Sebeccly Cancer
Care included the light Lagos pink campaign in
2014, in which various notable landmarks and
buildings in Lagos were illuminated pink to raise
awareness of breast cancer.

The objectives of this effort were to address the
lack of awareness about cancer screening services
and to improve information about cancer screening
services.

PRE-CAMPAIGN STRATEGY

Awareness Before the Campaign

In preparation for the world breast cancer month
of 2015, it was decided that a program to increase
awareness of breast cancer should be carried
out. The local organizing committee was set up to
decide on a strategy that was based on innovation
and that increased community involvement. The
option of breaking a GWR and reaching women
through the ensuing publicity was suggested and
agreed upon. Partnership and endorsement was
sought from the Lagos State government and
the Nigeria police force to host and secure the
campaign.

Major components of the campaign were com-
munity mobilization (in charge of recruitment and
provision of information to the participants, who
were corporate representatives, individuals, and
volunteers), project management (in charge of
overseeing the different aspects of the planning
of the campaign), operations (in charge of pro-
curement and logistics, including transportation,
feeding, miscellaneous needs), administration,
fundraising (in charge of sourcing funds, in-kind
gifts, and technical support from donors and part-
ners), and the medical unit and media (who were
in charge of providing medical information and
screenings and who attended media interviews
and public relations). Publicity for the campaign
was carried out by social media, television and radio
interviews, electronic and print media, flyers, pub-
lications, community events, and word of mouth.

Training. Training on social media management,
fundraising, and projectmanagement was carried
out in June 2015 by Niidasat Technologies and
Sesor Africa. Seven team staff members were re-
cruited,ofwhomfivewereoncontract and twowere
volunteers, in addition to three full-time staff. The
training by Niidasat Technologies lasted 4 days,
and the trainingby Sesor Africawas held in 1day.

Recruitment of team captains was done with the
snowballing technique, inwhich a volunteer, upon
hearing about the event, would tell and invite other
volunteers to join. Criteria for inclusion as the team
captain was age older than 18 years, commit-
ment, place of work/residence, and capacity to
mobilize at a community level. Volunteers were
also recruited with the snowballing technique on
the basis of their place of work/residence, com-
mitment to work in selected units of their choice,
and age older than 18 years. Several meetings
were held to ascertain the volume of participants
expected on the day of the record attempt and to
prepare logistics of transport to the venue, food,
security, and promotional materials, as well as
media considerations (photography, videography,
press releases, and social media platforms). At-
tendance records at the meetings were used to
track the number of volunteers. Community aware-
ness campaigns were carried out before the event
to sensitize the communities in Surulere, Shomolu,
Iganmu, Idi-Araba,Eti-Osa, Ikeja, Akoka, Yaba, and
other areas.

Field work and visits had been conducted by the
surveyor and security personnel at the chosen
venue before the event. The chosen venue was
the Teslim Balogun Stadium which is a 24,360-
seater stadium of international standards; its turf
dimensions are 120 meters by 80 meters. The
stadium is located in Surulere, Lagos, opposite the
National Stadium. The outline of the ribbon was
marked out in chalk by the surveyor 2 days before
the event, and calculations and projections on the
populationexpectedweremade. InOctober2015,
the Sebeccly office moved to the Teslim Balogun
Stadium for closer proximity and ease of logistics.
Several high-level meetings were held with the
stakeholders of the event, such as the heads of
security agencies, Lagos State government officials,
volunteers, medical services personnel, and mem-
bers of the Sebeccly team. Letters and emails were
sent to popular blogs in Lagos State to partner with
Sebeccly Cancer Care in spreading the word online.

Selection and recruitment of ambassadors and
witnesses. Criteria for selection of witnesses and
ambassadors included the size of the socialmedia
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following,willingness topartner, interest, andcom-
mitment. In line with the rules and regulations of
the GWR, witnesses were chosen on the basis
of their willingness to function at the campaign
without any form of remuneration from Sebeccly
Cancer Care and by their occupations. Only occu-
pations such as accountants, attorneys or judges,
and senior police officers could be recruited to
function as witnesses. Gbenga Badejo & Co, an
auditing firm, was the independent auditor for the
event. Witnesseswere employees from other audit-
ing and accounting firms in Lagos who voluntarily
agreedtowitness the recordattempt, freeofcharge.
An independent auditing firm was randomly se-
lected froma list of firms that hadbeen approached
to partner with the effort. The witnesses and the
auditing firm were all provided with the GWR
guidelines for the record attempt in advance of
the event.

The ambassadors were selected on the basis of
the above-mentioned criteria. There were 10 am-
bassadors.Threeambassadorswereentrepreneurs,
two were media personnel (publishers in newspa-
pers), and the remaining five were actresses in
Nigeria (Nollywood). Awareness began in approx-
imately May 2015; some of the venues where
events occurred are listed in Table 1.

RESULTS

There were a total of 70 team captains who helped
to speak to and gather the participants at the
event, and there were 400 volunteers who were
involved indifferentareasoforganization, like trans-
port, registration, and ushering.

There were approximately 9,000 participants pres-
ent at the event; 7,598 were registered partic-
ipants, and greater than 1,000 were unregistered.
This number was verified by independent wit-
nesses and an independent auditing firm (Gbenga
Badejo & Co).

Sixteen meetings were held with the volunteers
and teamcaptainsbetweenFebruary andOctober
2015. A total of 890 volunteers and staff were
present during the meetings.

Areas of Innovation

The innovative nature of the campaign was ap-
parent in the use of social media to recruit partic-
ipants and disseminate information and in the use
of a GWR attempt to generate interest and raise
awareness about breast cancer. In addition, this
was the first GWR attempt of its size in Nigeria and
West Africa; it was the first largest human pink
ribbon GWR attempt in Africa; and it was the first

time that communitymembers showed up in such
numbers to support breast cancer awareness and
explain theneed to reduce stigmatization. Also,we
had partnerships with 49 corporate bodies to help
cut costs, and we had the ability to gather a crowd
and educate them by leveraging good will. Last, it
was the first campaign to have a robust network of
cancer stakeholders, and this also helped us cut
costs and leverage resources of our partners.

How Awareness Was Raised

Existing social media accounts for Sebeccly Can-
cer Care were used to raise awareness. During the
2015 campaign, the total reach on Twitter was
217,395, and it was 67,923 on Facebook (Fig 1).

Twenty community events held prior to the
#12KLLP campaign raised awareness through
distribution of breast health publications and con-
duction of breast cancer screenings and health
talks. When abnormalities were detected in pa-
tients, appropriate referrals were made. There
was a total community reachof 3,620, as recorded
by the attendance taken at the events.

The website had 7,466,276 views in the year 2015
(betweenFebruaryandNovember).Viewsincreased
as the awareness for the program started and in-
creased (Fig 2).

More than 50media events promoted awareness;
these included media interviews, press releases,
press conferences, and advertisements granted
by TV and radio houses and published in news-
papers and magazines. The total reach estimated
from the media events is about 20 million people
from about 500,000 people reached per media
interview.

A total of 5,000 copies of various publications
about breast awareness and the #12KLLP were
made. Through publications, short message service
(SMS), and blog topics, there was an estimated
reach of 12,000 people from the events where the
publications were shared.

At the #12KLLP event, a record of 7,598 verified
participants, as validated by the independent audi-
tors and witnesses, was achieved. Health talks were
given by a radiation oncologist, a survivor, and a
representative of the Lagos State Ministry of Health.

Details of the event and breast awareness pro-
motions were sent online on a weekly basis to
subscribers of a #12KLLP e-newsletter.

Short text messages (bulk SMS) were sent on a
weekly basis from September to November 2015
to disseminate information about the campaign,
such as the instructions for participants at the
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venue and the directions to the venue. The text
messages were funded by Sebeccly Cancer Care.

The campaign was featured on five popular blogs
that had national coverage. Each of the blogs had

an estimated reach of 200,000 in Lagos, so
an estimated total of 1 million people were reached
by blogs.

The total estimated reach for the awareness
campaign in 2015 was 28,774,812 people.

Partnerships

Partnerships in the formof technical,mobilization,
media, and financial sponsorships were secured
with several stakeholders. The partnerships were
sources of funds, kind gifts, and services. Fund-
raisingwasdone throughcrowdfunding, corporate
donations, and sale of merchandise to generate
funds from the event (exhibition booths and
advertisements).

A total of 20 corporate organizations (Fig 3) finan-
cially sponsored the logistics and planning of the
#12KLLP. Ten product sponsors partnered with
Sebeccly Cancer Care to provide products for

Table 1. List of Advocacy Activities in 2015 at Sebeccly Cancer Care

Date Type of Event Venue
Estimated Reach
(No. of people)

No.
Screened

No. of
Abnormalities

May 16, 2015 Health talk and breast cancer
screening

CAC Church, Ileri St, Ogba,
Lagos

20 18 3

June 6, 2015 Health talk only Kingdom Pentecostal
Church Assembly

50 NA* NA

July 1, 2015 Breast cancer screening, health talk News Agency of Nigeria 30 25 3

July 9, 2015 Health talk, breast cancer screening University of Lagos, main
auditorium

1000 60 4

August 4, 2015 Health talk only Meiran Model College Hall 300 NA NA

August 7, 2015 Health talk only Yusuf Grillo Hall, Yabatech 200 NA NA

August 15, 2015 Health talk ThePalms, Lekki, entrance2 200 NA NA

August 20 and
September 3, 2015

Health talk Nigerian Legion, Ikoyi office 300 NA NA

August 26, 2015 Health talk Yaba College of Technology,
Yaba

500 NA NA

August 27, 2015 Breast cancer screening and cancer
information stand

NigerianUnion of Journalists 100 37 0

August 29, 2015 Clinical breast cancer screening and
cancer information stand

University of Lagos sports
center

500 65 10

September 1, 2015 Breast cancer screening and cancer
information stand

University of Lagos 100 15 1

September 27, 2015 Health talk Fountain of Life Church 100 NA NA

October 2, 2015 Health talk Leadway Assurance 100 NA NA

October 6, 2015 Health talk JNCI office 100 NA NA

October 17, 2015 Health talk and breast cancer
screening

Oriade local council hall 20 14 2

Overall 3,620 234 23

Abbreviation: NA, not applicable.
*NA indicates that only a health talk was given.
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Fig 1. Online reach
across socialmedia and the
Web site #12KLLP, 12,000
people light Lagos pink.
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the campaign. Media consideration was provided
through the services of 19 media outfits that part-
nered with Sebeccly Cancer Care in areas of grant-
ing interviews, advertising the campaign, and
broadcasting radio and television jingles. We had
ambassadors who were prominent citizens to
lend the #12KLLP their community followership
and public image. The ambassador role was
to influence the general public about cancer
awareness. We had 10 ambassadors at the
campaign, and we had a representative of the
first lady of Lagos State.

After inclusion of technical and mobilization part-
ners, the total number of partnerships, in addition
to 10 ambassadors, was greater than 80.

Technical Partners

Our technical and mobilization partners ranged
from government agencies to local partners. They
are listed in Table 2.

DISCUSSION

Social media is now an important tool to dissem-
inate information about cancer prevention and
screening.9 As seen from the results of our cam-
paign, and as reflected by the number of people
who accessedand shareddetails on cancer on the
website and on the socialmedia pages, the aware-
ness of the Lagos population about breast cancer
was increased.10 The increase is seen graphically
in Figures 1 and 2: the number of people who
viewed the information increased steadily through-
out the campaign. With a reach of greater than 28
million people, the information about cancer risk
factors and treatment options available in Nigeria
reached a substantial amount of the population.11

At Sebeccly Cancer Care, there is a history that
spans many years of helping patients who have
cancer with their health care by sourcing funds for
their drugs and treatment.12 A workforce that con-
sists of doctors, dedicated office staff, and volun-
teers work toward provision of services that will
increase cancer awareness and help patients.12

The opportunity for members of the public as well
as office staff to give voluntarily and generously to
the cause of helping patients with cancer wasmade
availablebyenablingvariousmeansofgivingthrough
the account, thewebsite, and online payment path-
ways.12 Subsidies provided at some hospitals for
somecancer treatment procedureswere an innova-
tivemeansofhandling financialobstacles.This,with
the support of the hospitals, goes a long way to re-
ducethefinancial loadonthepatientandthegroup.12

Perseverance and professionalism are our traits seen
by our partners and patients, who have come to
appreciate these attributes in their dealings with us in
preparation for our campaigns and for patient care.12
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There are some limitations to this campaign. The
political landscape was unpredictable because of
the 2015 election period and was unstable be-
cause of the time taken to appoint government
officials by the new government. Also, threats of
insurgency in gatherings and minimal manpower
were added obstacles that were overcome by the
security personnel on ground.

The impact of the effort was broad. Through
various speakers, including a survivor, we edu-
cated greater than 7,500 participants on breast
cancer at the event venue and more than 20
million on social media platforms and in commu-
nities, with activities like community-awareness
campaigns and trends on social media. The
#12KLLP campaign promoted and encouraged
community social responsibility; team captains
were members of the communities where they
recruited participants.

Teamcaptainsandvolunteers gave individuals the
opportunity to give back to the community. The
#12KLLP campaign promoted corporate social
responsibility by fostering partnerships among

49 companies. We collaborated with up to 49
companies to aid in different aspects of the cam-
paign, including provision of food, security of the
venue, event security,marking out the ribbon, and
ensuring theevent ransmoothly.Wehelpedpromote
volunteerism inNigeria: greater than 400 volunteers
participated in the campaign, and countless others
volunteered in the planning but were unavoidably
absent at the event. Thecampaignpromotedaware-
ness about the need for the community to support
cancer management. Partnerships were formed
with the Lagos State government in a bid to influ-
ence cancer policies and to help facilitate any
future cancer awareness events.

Many lessons were learned in this campaign. The
road to reduction of the cancer burden is not an easy
one. There is a need for more collaboration between
well-meaning citizens and institutions to help in-
crease the availability of screening services and
treatment options available. This need is especially
apparent in developing countries. Volunteers are an
important aspect of any campaign. As such, they
should be effectively trained for their responsibilities.
This is important when such responsibilities include
health information dissemination and screening. So-
cialmedia is amajor agent of connection in theworld
andhasbeenused for countless campaigns inmany
places. Nongovernmental organizations and other
institutions that provide cancer care canuse social
media to share details about early access to
screening services and treatment options. This
will help to reduce the overall burden.

In conclusion, there is a need to present cancer
information through an engaging platform, to pro-
mote awareness and empower the community to
actively fight cancer by early presentation and
initiation of treatment. To this end, the #12KLLP
breast cancer awareness campaign was able to
disseminate information and raise awareness
effectively by the community events and the GWR
attempt, in which approximately 9,000 individuals
gathered together for the cause.

The need to access cancer screening was com-
municated effectively by doctors, cancer survi-
vors, and celebrities at the event and at the
awareness campaigns throughout the year. How-
ever, there is much to be done. There needs to
be greater cooperation among the government
agencies, private institutions, nongovernmental
organizations, and individuals to spread informa-
tion about cancer. This will go a long way in re-
duction of the overall burden on the populace.

DOI: 10.1200/JGO.2016.003509
Published online on jgo.org on August 31, 2016.

Table 2. List of Technical and Mobilization Partners for #12KLLP

Technical Partner Mobilization Partner

Lagos State Ministry of Health Lagos State local government and
chieftaincy affairs

Lagos State Sports Commission National youth service corps

Lagos State Ministry of the Environment Boys Brigade

Lagos State Traffic Maintenance Agency National Orientation Agency

Lagos State Waste Management Agency Team Medilag

Lagos State Public Service Office Team Unilag

Lagos State Ambulance Service Team Yabatech

Lagbus Asset Management Eva Adelaja Girls Secondary Grammar
School

Lagos State Signage and Advertisement
Agency

Soroptimist International

Fountain of Life Church Other

Gbenga Badejo & Co

Walsher Design and Build

Nigerian Red Cross (Lagos chapter)

Nigeria Police Force

Kick Against Indiscipline

Megascreen

Red Care HMO

War Against Indiscipline

Niidasat

Sage Photography

Abbreviation: HMO, health maintenance organization.
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